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While it is c/ear thay psycholpgy has traditionally
A

evidenced an insensitivitrto learning in natural cohtexts it

does hot followthat anthrop foglcal accounts orl'earning ought

.19....:avOid cognitive accounts of learhing.in everyday sttipjsc. .

In this paper we take the position that emerging schenie theory

perspectives of cognitiA can be enriched enou9h.to provide a

useful and ressential'account of how..it is that people ac9yire

new skil)s and knowledge ineveryday experience. An iwortent
-

key to this' position is the idea that we.need to locatelearhing

not only in real world acts describe,as learning, but also in

terms of learning as it fits into th intentions and themesof

the "life space" of the learner. We Will draw on Schank and

Abelson'.s theory of scripts as a way of vieWIng ldarning as

behavior at four hierarchical levels. The Concrete example.we

will,discuss concerns the literacy learnin9 behavior.of two Chicano
1

children'reading orally froM,storybooks in a home setting. Going

beyond evidence of learning in the one oral reading session we

Observed, we discqs.mays in which our target children's literacy

!

learning and deyelopment rests on the longer term integration of

literacy skills as'meaniligful components in,their everyday lives.

Schenk and Abelsh'sTheory of Scripts

Roger Schankan artificial Intellioence researdherand Robert

Abelsona social psychologist--developed their theory of scripts

as an information processing model of human cognitiOn '(Schantsand

Abelson, 1977). The taOry was intended to allow the-buiTtini3 of

's



computer models which could emulate peoplep', comprehension of
. .

materials in sfories. Schank and Abelson developed a ikeletal

psychological memory model of knowledge understanding in a perSon

that included knowledge'of what it means to.be a person as a social

.1

entity. .They needed such a memory godel because explaining how

people understand stories required1/4a broad model accounting for

story r3aders' understanding
o

of the motivations and intentions of

storS, characters. The Schank and Abelson model conceived of four
, , . .

kinds of major hierarchieal memorx units as 'depicting knowledge
.

0

.represenIatiOns of- "humanness". I will describe these gnits in.

a top-down fashion,:i.g., going from the.most 9enera1 to the

most specific kinds of knowled3e ti4Voeople have about people;.

The theory was originally. not Ascribed 'in this direction--but

lt is easier to explain brief)y in this way.

The THEME unit represents anenduring package of 96als which

Characterize a per'son. A THEME Corresponds to a set of behavioral

Insert Fiaure 1 About,here

I.

dispositionssthat a person manifeSts in a social situation. There ,-

are examples of three facets of THEMES, (role, interpersonai, and

1

life) given in Figure 1. THEMES.are essentially evetyday social

4
roles that'people Play. They differ acgordin3 to the"functions

they serve in cultural routines, e.a., anthropologist vs. 98s

4-
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sation-attendant, their .;interpersona2 aependence,.e.g., mother and

child, and theirelonger term vs. shorter term realization,,e.g.,:

fourth-grader vs.-highly-regarded anthropologist. GOALS are related,

to THEMES because enactment of a THEME,requires that people,behave
'

purposefully, satisfying requirements of the roles that THEMESt,

.

: depict'. 1

Agar has diicUssed a.Similar notion ,of a "théme" 'from a

cognitive,anthropology perspective and furthertoreik has-suggested

the importance of theme in accounting for human interactibn ah,d,
.

language behavior. Later in this paper, we will suggest that a cog-

nitive anthropological understanding of "literacy learning may require

an understAnding of 'how literacy fits ihto.cht1ldren's'emer9in

THEMES--ile. sociocultural roles...

In the Schank and Abelson theory THEMES are packages of'

GOALS: GOALS are of varlous types. Fisure 2 listS'and describes

Insert Fig6i-e 2 about 'iere

seven major-typet of GOALS. THEMES are a realization -of GOALS.. For

exampleo being a "smart and responsive" child in a cleSroom May

be a realization of GOALS such as "env/kilns questions posed by i

a teacher": "being cooperativein class", "doing neat work", ,

etc. If you look at the list of._GOALS giVen in Figure 2 you

N.
will see that some GOALS--e.g., biological satiativn--are

more pervasive than others. I will not%here discuss differences
S ,

i 1

in the nature of PALS since.it'Wbuld be ohtside the main point of
,

the paper. The main.thing to appreciate is the notion that .

.

.le
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. script theorY views behavior,as hierarchical.and inherently

intentional--i.e., guided by GOALS: Achieving a certain form of
0

literacy, 6r becoming literate more generally, may be viewed as
r

goal-like. For example ,. attaining the THEME of "good first :

grader" max:include attaining the GOAL.of.flachieving*the literacy

expected'of a first.grder in some schoOling context. With children,.
.,,

one may.conjecture that learning how to read and how to perform

'.acts of-reading has extended consequences for bOth .social and

cognitive development. Viewed in-this wax, learning hovi to rea d'

is moce than learning how to perform isolated acts of eeadingi

it becomes learning howto fulfill THEMES.having GOALS,requiring

1 i terate beha-vi or.

Figure 3 desiribes PLANS.* ThiS tipe of .knowledge unit conststs

of behaylpral strategies that people follow in order to achieve GOALS.

. I
,

PLANS are abstractions; they are plots to achieye GOALS. PLANS,are
.

. . ,

c

.
enacted by overt behavior often in the formlf SCRIPTS,

.

,
. ,fr

0
--

6

--,..

Insert Figure,3 'about here

SCRIPTS are stereotypical action sequences that people carry out in
dr . -

everyday life: They are'the purposeful cultural units of-action

that are associated identifiable activifies that have a lot of

de.

Insert Figure 4 about here

regularity in their conduct. 'Examples. of SCRIPTS are eating at a McDonald!s

restaurant, attending a birthday party, 'reading a storybook to children, etc.

IP
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Whfle.not all behavior is script-like, mUch behavior is.

. SCRIPTS are associated with situations constrafning.how people are
,

, .

expected to interact with each.other. They are very Mlich at t'fte
. .

interface between cultural knowledge,and personal knowledge. This is

so since-they must account bot'r for*w 4ndividualS'believe they

should act in.given.sitOations and for66 indi-vidtials expect

others should act in the same situations. Ina literate activity,

.such as oral reading of a story to children, the'enactment

of the activity involves scriptal behavior. The oral reader and

audience must participate in the same event; tliey must negotiate

and ena'ct complementary roles and they must be in,interactional

synchrony throughout the event. When children learn to read

, orally they learn not only tiOw to read but also how a reader "and,

audience ire-expected to interact.

In the oral reading session at home.that we will describe,:

we interpreted our chila'en to be emulating a script for a

teacher reading from a story book to children at school. The '

THEME of "acting-like a child at home was blended with playful

emulation of the THEME of "acting ltke a teacher reading to children

at school." The playful and'affectionate ambience of tile THEME

of "child at home" allowed our children to practice bein3 competent

readers and to correct and attempt reading behaviors in a way that

could not occur in the social structure of the s(00-

,People's knowledge of a SCRIPT has internal structure. The con-

stituents ofSCRIPTS are depicted in Figure 4. The "name" of a scppy

I.

,
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identifsies its cultural activity type:, while the "track" of a SCRIPT

_ identifies the local, contextual version of the activity type. The props

,

roles and functions of a SCRIPT identify the situation; social

A roles and purposd of an activity. The scenes of a SCRIPT are

1\

4.;

the major subevents ttiat have to occur in order for a SCRIPT to

4
occur as a complete unit. In the typical SCRIPT some scenes are

required or expected to occur beore others. Special status is given

to the seenes that capture the beginning and endingot a SCRIPT. Before

a S'CRIPT can cOMmence entry conditions must be met, and for a SCRIPT

to end exit conditions muit be met: Figure 4 gives examples of how

SCRIPT corkonents might be realized in an oral story reading situation

at schal. The exaMples given are relevant to the oral story we

saw our'children perform at hoMe. Figure 4 also has some other

information on SCRIPTS thpt we can't discuss now but which is relevant
4

-to understanding types of SCRIPTS. Let me just mentiOn that SCRIPTS

v
almost always involv9 something called VIGNETTES in enaetment of

.
,

their scenes. VIGNETTES are recognizable iction routines thai dccur-
,

wi9in scenes. VIGNETTES are aactions that dccur as a scene is .

enacted: For example, inooral story reiOng the enactment of the

'scene' of reading the body of a story is accompanied by VIGNETTES such

.1 :as reading from the text pages, turning pa4s;. silowing ,children story

a pictures, etc.

'Before going.on to describe the learning crf reading we observed

in two children at home let me indicate that the units of knowledge

'of SCRIPT theory that'I have describedi.e., THEMES, GOALS, PLANS

and SCRIPTS need not be viewed as highly constrained iri their structure
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and interpretation. This.ls important to realize especially for

SCRIPTS. Some SeRIPTS are indeed rituals; they are highlyctructured

and prescriptive--e.g., attending a.Catholic mass. Other SCRIPTS

are not highly"tructured and_may be er%cted in' ways that'vary and

in an order of scenes that is not tightly specifiedl-e.g., doing

somedne a.favor. It is important to make this point, since human

behavioi- and interaction 's very often imprOvisational rather

than rotely enacted.

Another point to make at;odyt the improvisation of SCRIPT

behavior is that its conduct may also embody behaviors which

satisfy PLANS, GOALS, and THEMES that may interact with each

other: People's style df communication, their paralinguistic cues,

gestures, and'manner of speech ts often an embodiment,of THEMES

they realtzee.g., being intellectual and stuffy, humorous,

'excitable, etc:

I will,now get to the learning of.story reading we observed.

Our observations of learning to read at home

. ,

Three years ago Elsa ahrra and I began a longitudinal observation

Of four bilingual.Chicano children's narrative behavior in home and

school settinr. We Were'intereste'd in discovering Ways in which

the children's competence in enacting narratives, such as oral Ttory

reading would change and develop as children Went from the second

through fourth grade of a bilingUal school progi-am. Our observational

approach and-methods are described elsewhere (Duran and Guerra, l9814

9
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In beginning our study we had the fortunate experience of
.

observing genuine learntng of reading.occurring in a home setting.

The topez family (fictitious name) had just received some English

storybooks in the mail. The )oqs were part of an inexpensive

mail order offer and had been sent to the family on a pay or return

basis. The parents tlecided to keep the books. The parents of the
ANDO

children were both born in Mexico ahd of working class. The family
1

migrated from Mexico within the past.seven years and'were minimal/1'y

acculturated to life in the U.S. ,Spanish was the only language

the parents spoke at home and the two children, Lili--in the

seconli gAde, and Pati--in kindergarten, spoke kith Spanish and

English at home. The family's receipt of English story books

in the mail'was one of the,first introductions of English literacy

materials into the home by children apart from Llli's homework

textbooks.

After the Lopez family accepted the two mail order storybooks

we set up a videotaping of the eldest child Lili's reading of the

storybooks to her sister, mother and Elsa Guerra. The se,tting was

the kitchen-dining room of a small apartment, with the children

seated at the kitchen (dining) table. Elsa Guerra stood in th

background near the mother as the latter listened and prepared a

meal simultaneogly.

As Lili proceeded ta',read from a storybook, her sister ?ati

sat attentively next to.her--at least at the start. We observed

that Lili in.her re;ding was eMulating a teacher'§ reading to children

at school.
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We later verified this by means of studying our classroom observation

of the teacher and in discussions with the teacher who observed our

tape.

lh
,Lili's enactment of the teacher's reading SCRIPT was marked

Alb

by paralinguistic.cues and VIGNETTE behavior appropriate to the

role of teacher. Lili's intonation, stress and prosody in reading

were carefully modulated, and melodic in character. She controlled

these ,cues to emphasize important.points in a story, and to cdntrast

a shift froM an omniscient story telling perspective to a'guoting

of story characters perspective. When she encountered a storybook-

picture Lili enacted a VIGNETTE involving the display of a picture

to her audience. She would stop reading, lift the book over her.

heatwith the picture facing the audience, and she would simultaneously

make an announcement such as, "Look at the pretty picture."

Lili's enactment of the teacher story reading SCRIPT represented

learning. It was learning because she was improvising and transferring

knowledge of a sichool-based literip SCRIPT into a novel literacy

event in a home setting where reading of English literacy materials

did not occtir. It was learning and not simulation since Lila was

not copying someone else's behavior she observed. There was no

.teacher present at home during reading. Lili was relying on a mental

model, she had 'for how oral reading to children occurs in a school

setting. Lili's participation in oral reading at school had not only

taught her how to be a child-listener, she had also learned how to

enact the role of.teacher reading.
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Lili demonstrated a second kind of 1,parning as she read.'

When she encountered words she could not pronounce she would

pause, step out of the teacher SCRIPT, and aslc Elsa Guerra for

help in pronouncing the words. The THEME of being a child at home,

in a family'setting was then enacted. In asking for help while
;

playing the role of child at home, Lili was doing something acceptable

in a home setting. This behavior would not have been sanctioned

at school and, furtherm9re, the social and cultural ambience of

interaction would not have been as "loving" at school as at home.

Lili's behavior demonstrated to us that she could le'arn to.repd.

English at home under the ?ight circumstances anNhat learning to

read at home might be more effective in some ways and on See

occasions than learning to read at school.-

Duringthe reading episode we observed., Pati, Lili's sister,

spontaneously began to copy andimulete her sister's readina. Pati

did not know how to read, but she picked up her own-story/book
4

and began to descrtbe concooted actions depicted by storybook pictures.

At one point she lifted her book over her head and displayed a

picture to her audience. Pati was not merely copying lic.r sister

because she performed her reading.SCRIPT on a differefll schedule

. from her sister's r6eding. We saw Pati learning from her siste

whA oral sto,yeading was abput. The warm ambience of the home

k

setting allowed Pati to learn some of the'rudiments of oral

n story feeding. While Oati's utterances were not very coherentfor

example, there was no developed story line--she nonetheless was

1 2

4,

4.

. "

,
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clearly trying to give the impression that the pseudostory she

was telling originated in the printed words and pictures of the

\

book. She was.thus learning some of the critical atteRtjve

behavior which children must pasfer before they can learn to,read.

?

Furthermore, she was learning about tbe sequence,of SCENES and

VIGNETTES:16 t accoMpany story reading.as a whole :improvisational

activity.,

Discussion and Conclusion

Three years experience with the children we have described

leads us to conclude that while we may spot important instances

of learning, we cannot conclude that such circumstances have a

long term learning imotc.t. Indee the children we have descnibed

have had increasing problems at school. Lili, by the time of the

fourth grade, has begun'to show poor socialization at school.

She is less interested in school and she was viewed by her last

teacher as uncooperative and not especially bright. Lili still

reads well but her reading skills have not picked up as quickly =

as they might have. Lili's home environment has not changed much

since w4 began our sfudy. There are still 'virtually no literacy

materials in either Engltsh or Spanish at h17. Reading has not

become a vpry critical behavior fulfilliqg Lili's GOALS and ,

PLANS for her self development.
1

,

Lili's sister Pati has.also encountered.her share of problems.

Pati failed.the first grade. Her teacher felt shCwas kit yet
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mature enough to benefit from school. She has a speech impediment (a

lisp) which has not responded to speech th9rapy and she has some tiTuble

with her schoolwork. Patt does not read well. She manifests problems

in decoding-of words. Until this past scftool year when she was.in the

seco0 grade she did.not have many opportunities to ;learn about reading

as a( ole and purposeful activity.

believe th-at the situation of the two children we have

-

described indicates the importance of viewing learning as long term

endeavor rather.than as just a short term endeavor. The objective .

of locating learning in everyday life is admirable; it certainly

goes beyond locating learning'in the psychological laboratory.

But j'ust as the psychologist in the laboratory may be short-sighted,

so may the anthropologist be shortsighted if attention is only-given

to isolated learning incidents. Learning is also located in

people's long2term:liyes. The-script theory notion of THEME

seems usefui as a way of thitiling about the importance of learning

skills-in the crtext of the life span of individuals in a

culture and society. In the case of the children we have observed,

we belfbve that the self THEMES they are developing do not manifest

GOALS and PLANlIthat give a lot of emphasis to literacy. Based on

our observations, we know that our children have more potential

for litei-acy learning than they have exercised. In some way, their

everyday cu1tura3Bend social lives have noi reinforced the imgortance

of reading as a skill central to their personal development. Based on

14 -
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our longterm interactions.with their family and)school it seems

.reetsonable to iugcest that one impediment has been the children's

inability to exercise literacy slCills in a home,and community

setting. If readingrad been 'more important in the home, this
,t

Wmight have'Stimulated children's further transfer of literary

materials across home, community, and school settings. ,In turn,

this enhanced permeability of literacy materialS across settings
.

. . 15
could-have led.the children to find an even more significant'

role'for reading in their personal development.1

. Our discussiop of script theory seems tq suggest that if

literacy learning is,to be enhanad in children, it mu'st'find

(
space flot only in sociocultoral environments-but also in

.children's conceWons of themselves.

I`
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Figure 1

SCHANK AND ABELSON: HIERARCHY OF KNOWLEDGE STRUCTURES' C\

Enduring charactelstics of a person that describe his/her
major orientation ip life, THEMES ate packages of GOALS
that a person 'tries to satisfy. THEMES a're realized

.by satisfying goals that signify accomplishments of
activities relevant to a THEME.

Some Types4 THEMES:

THEME'S can invorft

1) roles (e.g., anthropologist, gas:station attenant)

2) interpersonal dependence in carrying out roles
(e:g., mother, child, stot.y reakf)

i
3) ,life or very long.term roles (e.g., highly regarded

anthropologist, raconteur extraordinaire)

Purpose

. THEMES help us account for purposive behavior in.the life
span of an individual and .they allow us to make predictions
abot future-oriented behavior and GOALS that a person
seeks to fulfill

- 4
Embodiment

Set of test-action pairs (productions) where the test

is a defined social situation',,and the action is the

generation of one or more GOALS which in turn generatb

some PLANS and eventually some physical world actions.

4

v
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'Figure 2

GOAL: Realization of a component of a THEME. GOALS are everyday
gbjectives that a person tries to fulfill or approach
fulfilling tOrough behavior._ GOALS may- bq,immediately,
-realized dr realtzed in th0 long.term. Some GOALS may
occur,becauSe they help fulfill other GOALS. PLANS serve
the purpose of organizing GOALS anebehavior to fulfill
other GOALS. GOALS.gary in their abstractness and
their relation to corporal vs. mental -Situations.

4

#

Types of GOALS:

1) S: Satiifaction Goals--A recurring itrong biological

need which when satisfied, becomes extinguished for

a time, e.g., S - Hunger,'S - Sex.

2) E: Enjoyment GoalsAn activlp which iS optionally

pursued for enjoyment or eelaxation, e.g., E Travel,

E - Sex.

3) A: Abhievement GoanThe realization, often over a

- .

Tong term, of some valuéd acquisition or social poiition,

e.g., A .2 Skill, A - Good Job.

4) P: Preservation Goals-t-Preservi*ng improving the

health, safety, or gdbd condition of people, position,

or.property.

5) C: Crisis Goals--A special class of P-Goals set up to

handle serious and imminent threats to valued persons .

and.objects.

6) I.: Instrmental Goals--Any goal which, when achieved,

\realizes a precondition in the pursuit of another goal,

but does not in and Qf itself produce satisfabtion.,'

7) D:, Delta Goals--Similar to an instrument goal except

that general planning operations instead of scripts

are involved in its 'pursuit.
-

.18
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'Figure 3

PLAN: A vrtes of projected actions or subGOALS to realize a single ,

GOAL. PLANS give rise to behavior aimed at(satisfying subGOALS '

.. And GOALS. -The actions that satisfy PLANS can be organized
in terms of SCRIPTS (stereotypical action routines) or in '

ternis of other behavio; that is not stereotypical. .

'

PLANS are genera l. and abstract.' They help axpjain how multiple

behaviors are coordinated to achieve-GOALS.

In ascertaining the GOALS driving.fulftllment of PLANS

GOALS may be decbmposed inio one .or more I-GOALS and D-,10ALS.

where I-GOALS are simple instrumenpl goals

and D-GOALS are-goals, e.g., D-Cont: gain contro.1 gOal'

'

e.g., U-Know: acquisition of PrIC>bdge goal

LAN includes a.list of actions that will yield state

changgs and the preconditions for those actions along

with guidOines for choosing among actions.

Example of a PLAN: Attain the GOAL of reading a story to an audience
at home by following a.SCRIPT for story reading
adopted from school. Also carry out other behavtor
iwstory reading that helps accomplish the.GOAL'of
story reading ahd that also satisfies gm GOALS
characterizing the'THEME child at home.mith family.

F
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Figure 4
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SCRIPTS: Stereotypical action sequences satisfying GOALS comprising '..

'PLANS; they are situation specific. SCRIPTS are the
recognizable units of everyday behavior; they are usually
based on sociocultural conventions for carrying out an activity.

Examples of SCRIPTS: Reuling a fairy tale to rldren
Attending a wedding-.

Doing someone a favor
Eating at a *Donald's restaurant'
Farticipating,in a children's birthday pariy

. .

SCRIPTS vary in their generality. Enactment of some SCRIPTS may resemble
mor:e enactment of a PLAN than enactment of a fixed order af actions.

1?

SCRIPT sti-ucture

SCRIPT name: e.g., oral stay,reading .

Track: version of script e.g., teaching reading to children
at school

Props: objectl, object,
4

e.g., storybook
,

. .

Roles: role
1,

role e.g., teacher-reader, pupil-listener(s)
., 2

. t

,

.(

Functions: f
l'

f
2

e.g., read from storybook, lislen
,

to,story 4.

%

1

-Entry c6nditions: motiVe predicates on actors
54%

(

Results: predicates on actors

, .

1

e.g., reader wants
to read, sits silently,
holding storybook, gazes
attentively at children;

.. children want to listen,

they look at reader

e.g., reader closes storybook,
. announces "the end"

SCRIPT broken down into sêenes (and then into VIGNETTES)
e.p.,,start of story, body of
story, ending sequence

iu

.,

er

1


